
Mobi-Trac Mobile Demountable Gantry Cranes

Mobi-Trac Mobile Demountable Gantry Cranes
Mobi-Trac is a rugged yet lightweight,
mobile, free standing, fully demountable,
adjustable, modular aluminium gantry
available with or without castors for
manoeuvrability.
Mobi-Trac complies with Australia
Standard AS1418, is easy to assemble,
comes with a simple instruction manual
& is Australian Made.
Mobi-Trac packs flat for easy transport or
for storage when not in use. It has a
Maximum Rated Capacity (MRC) of
1000kg @ 3m span, 500kg @ 4m span
& 250kg @ 5m span. It is available up to
3m in height.
There are two versions Mobi-Trac STATIC
& Mobi-Trac DYNAMIC. The STATIC is a
fixed height & the DYNAMIC has a
unique height adjustment capability, with
the use of cordless power tool.
Ideal for use on sites with multiple work
areas especially building services HVAC
applications.

Set Up . . Get Up . . And GO!

Carbon Fibre Articulated Jib Arm
Our Swedish partner, Vaculex has
produced a spectacular carbon fibre
articulated jib arm that weighs only 8kg.
By combining this arm with our Vaculex
vacuum tube lifters we can provide a
fast, gentle & safe lifting unit for freight,
goods, mail, baggage etc. The minimal
weight of the jib arm makes the lifting
task easier & faster because there is
hardly any resistance when moving loads
up to 40kg. They can be fitted to,
freestanding columns, X-Y gantries &
with our ParceLiftTM version, the end of
telescopic conveyors.

Mobi-Trac Dynamic gantry 1000kg MRC x
3metres wide shown at highest position
with optional castors

Mobi-Trac Dynamic gantry 1000kg MRC x
3metres wide shown at lowest position with
optional castors

Mobi-Trac Static gantry 1000kg MRC x
3metres wide with optional castors

A triplex articulated carbon fibre arm fitted
with our Vaculex TP vacuum tube lifter
easily & safely loads luggage onto a cruise
ship

Simulated pillar mounted carbon fibre jib
picking product with our Vaculex TP
vacuum tube lifter

A special Vaculex ParceLiftTM option with
carbon fibre jib for telescoping conveyors

Code Description Capacity/Span
LMS3 Static 1000kg/3metres
LMS4 Static 500kg/4metres
LMS5 Static 250kg/5metres
LMD3 Dynamic 1000kg/3metres
LMD4 Dynamic 500kg/4metres
LMD5 Dynamic 250kg/5metres

Castors are optionally available.

Carbon Fibre Jibs
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